Application Example: 3D Scanning and Reverse Engineering
PC21 Cockpit for Anthropometric Analysis
Measuring Systems: ATOS Core, ATOS Compact Scan
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Human Solutions Assyst AVM contracted the services of Scan-Xpress to conduct a study
relating to the anthropometric requirements of Royal Air Force pilots who wish to fly the
Pilatus PC21. The PC21 is an aerobic trainer aircraft used to prepare pilots for the flying of
military platforms such as the F-22 and F-35 Lightning.

In order to begin the anthropometric study the cockpit of the PC21 required digitizing. SX
was tasked with the 3D scanning of the cockpit on site at the RAF Base in East Sale,
Victoria. The aircraft was located in a hangar along with several other PC21 and
scaffolding was provided for over-wing access. This project served as an example for the
SX team’s ability to work in remote locations.

In accordance with the requirements of the RAF the cockpit surfaces could not be treated
with any sort of opacifying coating, as would usually be required for optical 3D scanning of
satin/gloss black interiors. To accommodate this request the surfaces were prepared with
strips of masking tape to outline the various contours. This information would then be
used later in the reverse engineering process to create smooth surface geometry.

Due to the confined space of the cockpit a photogrammetric study could not be
completed with the Tritop system. Instead the wide measurement volume of the Compact
Scan was used to quickly capture the reference points that were fastened to the masking
tape strips. The ATOS Core MV500 was then used to add large slabs of geometric
information which was aligned automatically due to the pre-capture of the reference
points.

The measured point-cloud data was polygonised as separate 3D files allowing for the
independent visibility and colour control. This makes the resulting assembly much easier
to view and to work with from an analysis perspective. Shown below is the cockpit in grey
with multiple coloured elements for the throttle, stick, pedals, seats and canopy.

Since the pedals, stick and throttle are mechanically coupled for the front and rear cockpit
only the front cockpit positions required capturing.

Multiple pedal positions
Full forward (Green)
Full backward (Purple)

Multiple throttle positions
Off (Green)
Idle (Blue)
Full (Red)

Multiple stick positions
Neutral (Yellow)
Rear left (Dark Blue)
Forward left (Dark Green)
Forward right (Light Blue)
Rear left (Light Green)

Reverse engineering of the scan data involved fitting mathematically defined smooth
surfaces to the scan data. The result was a more holistic model in a much easier to work
with format. The image below shows the CAD model in .STP format (blue and green) with
the scan data (.STL) overlaid in grey.

Shown below is the final deliverable for the client – multiple CAD models accurately
describing the cockpit with every position of the control mechanisms and seats. Using this
information Human Solutions will be able to investigate which human body shapes will be
compatible with piloting the PC-21.

Scan-Xpress would like to thank Human Solutions and the East Sale RAF base for allowing
us to contribute to this exciting project.

